Guide: How to insure against invalid MVP
What’s an MVP?
Usually, there are three possible types of MVP: 

A product that has only the features necessary to test the marke
A product with its must-have feature
A product proof-of-concept

When creating an MVP, startups are often tempted to go beyond the core goal and
expand the initial product functionality. This risks making the MVP far from what it was
supposed to be. Here's how to make MVPs useful again.

MVP is for early adopter customers

Early adopters are excited to try new products and tolerate the bugs that new products
come with. Often, they are motivated to collaborate on product development and provide
valuable feedback to you as a founder. The important thing is that early adopters should
be interested in the product and experience the problems the product solves.

A profit center should be created for these early adopters and not for the broader market.
With this approach, the MVP is able to save development effort and risk while still gaining
early feedback on the product concept.

An MVP is not a bad product. It should solve the main problem, and it should continue to
delight early adopters. Otherwise the MVP needs fixing!
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Your MVP is not

MVP is not about rigid prioritization in order to save development time and
money. On the contrary, MVP is about focusing on addressing the needs of
early adopters. Time and money saved is a result of the fact that you've
made the right focus.

 

MVP is not about love for the product from a broad audience. Only early
adopters should get excited about the MVP. The bare bones product should
be good enough for targeted customers to validate the idea.

 

MVP doesn't mean the product is simple to use and easy to build. It's
desirable but not necessary. And the feedback provided by early adopters
will help to make the simpler version later for mainstream customers.

 

MVP is NOT an obligatory first step to the product. When you create a new
version of a well-established product, you should skip the MVP step. But for
a startup product, which is not on the market, MVP is highly recommended.

 

MVP does not serve for scoping and prioritization. Feature and tasks
prioritization should be done before MVP development. Scoping and
prioritization will be rough guidelines. But keep in mind, success will
depend on how well you understand early adopters, define product
requirements and implement them.


Use this checklist to get the most out of your MVP:


Stage 1. MVP Design
1. Make sure your MVP gives value.


An MVP should solve at least one of the users’ core
problems. Otherwise customers will not be interested
in using it. Figure out your basic value. How does your
product solve customers’ problems? Build your MVP to
show the solution and don’t let unimportant things
distract your attention. 


2. Test your idea first, then make revenue. 


When you create an MVP, your main goal is to test the
product, not sell it. Define a core group of people who
will be the first interested users. Solve their main
problem, make them satisfied enough with the product
that they’ll pay for it. If at least one user is willing to pay
for your product, and not leave after the end of the free
trial period, this is a success!
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3. Start as soon as possible.


The sooner you transform an idea into a product and release it
to the market for testing, the better. If you have an idea, most
likely someone else has it. Hurry up before your competitors. Try
not to complicate the profit center so as not to delay its release.
Be critical of its functionality and test only the most important
hypotheses for solving user problems.



4. Have a strategy for your MVP launch.


Yes, you’re creating an MVP. What will happen next? Even before
you start developing an MVP, you need to understand why you
are creating an MVP, and how you are going to do it. A
well-thought-out strategy will help create the basis of your
product discovery and clarify the steps to follow the results of
the MVP testing.

5. Test early with your prototype.


Prototyping should always be done prior to development. The
prototype is the first sketches of the interface architecture, the
main screen elements and their interactions. The prototype will
help improve the MVP idea, get early feedback from users.
Thanks to the MVP, you will simplify the development process,
show investors that your project is worth something and raise
investment in its development.


6. Do adequate market research.


Do adequate market research.

Founders rush around thinking they know what the market
wants. As a result, they end up in the sad statistics of failed
startups. An important step is to conduct preliminary marketing
research. Be prepared to incorporate research results into your
MVP, even if they don’t match your assumptions.


7. Find a cohesive product team.


Building an MVP is not easy. Meeting deadlines is vital so that
your product reaches early adopters on time. It is important to
promptly and critically implement feedback from early adopters
and improve MVP. In addition to developers, the team needs

UX / UI designers, QA testers, business analysts,
and a project manager. Otherwise, you run the risk of exceeding
experienced

your budget or missing deadlines.
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Stage 2. MVP improvements

 

8. Listen to your users.


Don't just rely on your sense of the product idea, the problem it
solves, and the solution. Often an idea is born out of your own
experience. In this case, it is more important to be open to the
voice of the market. Seek the opinions of as many people as
possible. The more quality reviews you get, the more useful the
app will be.

9. Add features with broad appeal.


Do not forget that your product should not be attractive to one
person, but to a group of people. When planning additional
features, consider whether they satisfy the entire group. Don't
add a feature for 10% of people if the other 90% are
disappointed.

10. Think about early adopters


MVP is about sharing information: you solve a problem and
get feedback from early adopters. Consider how you can
motivate early adopters to try your product: coupons,
discounts, priority access to new features, dedicated support,
and more.

11. You create MVP when you don't need it


Sometimes the MVP is not enough — something more is
needed. Let's imagine that you have an idea aimed at
improving existing products, for example, an application for
learning foreign languages. There is strong competition in
this market, the industry is not new. In this case, it is difficult
to provide new value with a small application. You will be
forced to develop many features before focusing the user on
your idea. This requires more than an MVP.



Sincerely yours,

Team Paralect.
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